Case Report

Duplicate Infraorbital Nerve - An Uncommon Anatomical Variation
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Abstract

Infraorbital nerve, a terminal branch of maxillary division of the trigeminal nerve, exits the infraorbital foramen or notch, providing sensory innervations to the skin and soft tissue of the mid face. Adequate knowledge of the location of the nerve and assessment of its function are important in mid face surgeries and reaching optimal local anesthesia. The location of the infraorbital foramen and incidence of accessory infraorbital foramen have been studied and reported in the literature. The duplication of infraorbital nerve, however, is an uncommon occurrence rarely described in the literature. The case presentation here is a patient with a duplicated infraorbital nerve discovered during an operative repair of mid-facial fracture with access gained through gingivo-buccal incision. Both infraorbital foramina were observed to have their own individual neurovascular bundle. The knowledge of this rare incident is imperative for the trauma surgeon to dissect the area carefully during mid facial surgeries in order to avoid iatrogenic injury to the duplicated infraorbital nerve and also gain sufficient local anesthesia.

ABBREVIATIONS

ION: Infraorbital Nerve; IOF: Infraorbital Foramen; CT: Computed Tomography

INTRODUCTION

Infraorbital nerve is a terminal branch of the maxillary or second division of trigeminal nerve. Infraorbital nerve (ION), solely a sensory nerve, traverses the inferior orbital fissure into the inferior orbital canal and exits the infraorbital foramen (IOF) or notch providing sensory innervations to the mucous membrane and skin of the mid face such as skin of the upper cheek, maxillary sinus mucosa, the lateral aspect of the nose, and the skin and mucosa of the upper lid [1,2]. Knowledge of the precise location of the IOF and ION in the case of mid face surgery such trauma or orthognathic surgery and local nerve block is crucial to iatrogenic injury and achieve optimal anesthesia [2].

The anatomic location of the infraorbital foramen has been studied with measurements in average distances relative to the surrounding landmarks [3]. The location of the accessory infraorbital foramen has been reported with higher frequency to be either superomedial or medial to the infraorbital foramen and less frequently inferomedial [4,5]. Reviewing the literature suggests mixed results as to laterality of accessory infraorbital foramen [4,5]. Gingivo-buccal approach to the mid face is commonly used by the facial surgeons. Inadequate knowledge of the surgical anatomy of ION may put this structure at risk of iatrogenic injury. Therefore preoperative assessment of infraorbital nerve function is imperative in the case of mid face surgeries.

CASE PRESENTATION

A 20 year old male presented with right sided mid face fracture with appreciable depression sustained in altercation. Preoperatively the patient denied any loss of sensation over the distribution of ION. Preoperative imaging was consistent with right anterior maxillary wall non-comminuted minimally displaced fracture, with no other abnormalities noted. Patient was brought to the operating room for routine open reduction and internal fixation of the facial fracture. Access through gingivo-buccal incision provided excellent visualization of the right mid face. At this point two distinct infraorbital foramina each with an independent neurovascular bundle were observed (Figure 1). With great care, the surgical plane was carefully dissected.
around both the main and duplicate neurovascular structures to better visualize this uncommon variation and also to prevent any iatrogenic trauma to both structures. The anterior maxillary wall fracture was then carefully and successfully repaired with excellent cosmesis and patient did not complain of any immediate or latent postoperative loss of sensation over the distribution of infraorbital nerve.

DISCUSSION

Adequate knowledge of neurovascular bundles during facial surgeries is crucial to allow the surgeon to properly dissect and avoid injuries to these structures. Infraorbital nerve has been extensively investigated regarding its location and duplication of its foramen [1,3]. Review of the literature has shown that the location, size, and course of the IOF and ION are variable [1,3]. Previous report of duplicated infraorbital nerve has been described by Kuvat et al., in their study [1]. Interestingly, besides our case report presented above, reviewing the literature shows the case reported by Kuvat et al. to be the only other reported duplication of this neurovasculature, and not only the infraorbital foramen. Therefore, it is unclear what percentage of population has the duplicate infraorbital neurovasculature or what the complications from injury, traumatic or iatrogenic, to this structure are. The presence of a duplicated ION has important clinical and surgical implications. Prior to surgical intervention, proper review of the imaging such as Facial CT scans can demonstrate duplication of IOF which may carry duplicate infraorbital neurovasculature. Furthermore, inadequate ION block by local anesthesia may be attributed to this rare anatomic variation in some cases. As in our presentation any mid face access such gingivo-buccal, lower lid approach, etc. may put the duplicate ION in inadvertent iatrogenic injury. In cases of iatrogenic injury to the duplicate bundle, the main neurovascular bundle still provides sensory innervations to the mid face. However, if there is severe injury, traumatic or iatrogenic, to the main infraorbital neurovascular bundle and the duplicate bundle, then the patient is at increased risk of loss of sensation to mid face. Also as in any invasive procedure hemorrhage can be a risk well known to the operating surgeon. Knowledge of this duplication of this neurovascular bundle can give an edge to the operating surgeon to decrease risks of both intraoperative blood loss and postoperative bleeding and hematoma.
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